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General Instructions : 
● This question paper has 4 questions and 7 printed pages. 
● All the questions are compulsory. 
● Programming language is C++ 
 
   
Q1. Answer the following based on general concepts of C++  
a) What is the difference between Global Variable and Local Variable? Give           

a suitable C++ code to illustrate them. 
2 

b) 
 

Write the names of header files, which are not needed in the following             
program :-  
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<string.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<iomanip.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
void main() 
{ float x[ ] = {237.567 , 35.654 , 37.74} ; 
int i , j ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i++ ) 
{ j = fmod(x[i] , 2.5) ; 
cout <<setw(6) << j ; 
} 
getch( ) ;} 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c) Rewrite the following c++ code after removing all the syntax error(s) if            
present in the code , also underline each correction :-  
#include<iostream.h> 
class error 
{ int a=10 ; char b[20]=”error”; 
public : 
void A( ) { cin>>a ; gets(b) ; } 
void B( ) { cout<<a<<”\T”<<b } ; 
} 
void main( ) 
{ error E ; E . B( ) ; E . A( ) ; E . B ( ) ; getch( ) ; }  

2 

d) Find the output of the following program segment :-  
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
void main( ) 
{ int arr[ ] = { 5 , 3 , 9 , 7 , 2 , 4 , 5} ; 
int *p = arr , i ; 
clrscr( ) ; 
cout<<++*p++ << ‘@’ ; 
i = arr[3] - arr[2] ; 
cout<<++*(p+i)<<’@’ ; 

2 
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cout<<++i + *p++ << ‘@’ ; 
cout<<*p++ <<’ @’ << i << ‘\n’ ; 
for( ; i >=0 ; i -=2) 
cout<<arr[i] << ‘@’ ; 
getch( ) ;}  

e) Find output of the following program segment : 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class try 
{ int s , t ; 
char g ; 
public : 
try(char gg='B') 
{ s = 4 ; t = 1 ; g = gg ; } 
void st (int ss ) 
{ s += ss ; 
if(s>=100) 
t = 6 ; 
else if (s >=50) 
t = 4 ; 
else t = 1 ; 
} 
void nn( ) 
{ g = (g == 'B') ? 'A' : 'C' ; } 
void disp( ) 
{ cout<<g<<'@'<<t<<'\n' ; 
cout<<s<<'\n'; } 
}; 
void main( ) 
{ try a,b('C') ; 
a.disp( ) ; 
b.st(75) ; 
b.nn( ) ; 
a.st(120) ; 
b.disp( ) ; 
a.disp( ) ; 
getch( ) ; 
} 

3 

f) Write a function in C++ to accept two integers as parameters and return a              
random number lying between them. 

2 

g) Study the following program and select the possible output from it : 

#include<stdlib.h> 
const int MIN = 25 ; 
void main( ) 
{ 
randomize ( ); 
int SCORE = 10 , Num; 
for (int i = 1 ; i <= 4 ; i ++ ) 
{ 
Num = MIN + random (SCORE ); 
cout << Num << “:”; 
SCORE ‒ ‒;}} 

2 
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(i) 34:31:30:33:    (ii) 29:33:30:31:      (iii) 34:31:30:31:      (iv) 34:31:29:33: 
Q.2 Answer the following questions based on classes and objects  
a) Explain containership in classes. How is it different from inheritance 2 
b) What happens if no constructor is provided by the user in a class . 2 

c)  Define a class Stock with the following specifications : 
          Private members : 
             Itemno                                         integer 
             Item Name                                   string 
             Price,qty,total  ,discount            float 
  
            Compute()   -To calculate and return the total .Find discount as 
                                   If qty >=50       discount=10%on total amount 
                                   If qty<50          discount  =nil 
  
           Public members : 
                Getit()      -to enter the data members 
               Showit()   -to show the data member 
               A constructor function to initialize the data 

 4 

d)  Class Work{  
int  WorkID ; 
Char  WorkType; 
Public: 
~Work()                                                           // function 1 
{cout<<”un allocated”<<endl;} 
Void  status()                                                 //function2 
{cout<<WorkId<<”:”<<worktype<<endl;} 
Work() 
{WorkId =10; 
WorkType=”T”;} 
Work(Work & W)                                          //function4 
{work id=w.workid+12; 
Worktype=w.worktype+1; 
} 
}; 

i. Which member function depicted in the above definition of class          
Work is called automatically when the scope of an object gets over?            
Which category does it fall in?  

ii. Write any two statements that would invoke function 4 
iii. Given the following statements: 

Work  W ;                         //statement  1 
Work  Y(W);                     //statement2 
Which member function(s) get invoked when statement1 and        
statement 2 are  issued? 

3 

e) Answer the questions (i) to (ix) based on the following: 
class games{  
int no_of_players; 
public: 
games(); 
}; 
class indoor_sports{ 
int i_id; 
char i_name[20]; 
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char i_coach[20]; 
protected: 
int i_rank,i_fee; 
void get_ifee(); 
public: 
indoor_sports(); 
indoor_sports(int id); 
void iEntry(); 
void ishow(); 
}; 
class outdoor_sports{ 
int o_id; 
char o_name[20]; 
char o_coach[20]; 
protected: 
int orank,ofee; 
void get_ofee(); 
public: 
outdoor_sports(); 
outdoor_sports(int id); 
void oEntry(); 
void oshow(); 
}; 
class sports:public indoor_sports,protected outdoor_sports{ 
games obj; 
char rules[20]; 
public: 
sports(); 
sports (int x,int y); 
void registration(); 
void showdata(); 
}; 

i. Name the type of inheritance illustrated in the above C++ code. 
ii. Write the names of all the members, which are accessible from the            

objects belonging to class outdoor_sports. 
iii. Write the names of all the member functions, which are accessible           

from the member function of class sports. 
iv. What will be the size of the object belonging to class Indoor_sports? 
v. What will be the sequence of execution of constructors when an           

object of class sports is created? 
vi. The parameterised constructor sports::sports(int a,int b) is used to         

invoke the parameterised constructors of classes indoor_sports and        
outdoor_sports. Complete the definition of the above parameterised        
constructor. 

vii. Can an object of sports class access void oEntry() function? 
viii. In which visibility mode is the constructor of indoor_sports inherited          

in sports class? 
ix. Do the above classes need to be virtually inherited? Justify 
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Q.3 Answer the following questions based on arrays and data structures          
in C++: 

 

a) An array X[30][10] is stored in the memory, along the row, with each             
element requiring 4 bytes of storage. If the base address of X is 4500, find               
out the locations of X[12][8] and X[2][4].  

3 
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b) Observe the following program segment and answer the question given          
below:  
struct Node {  
int element;  
Node *link;  
}; 
 class Queue {  
Node *F, *R;  
Public: 
 Queue() { 
 F = R =NULL; 
 } 
void Insert(int);  
int Delete();  
void Display(); };  
Write outline definition of function Insert() & Delete() in above class           
Queue. 

4 

c) Write the definition of a member function push() for a class Library in C++              
to insert a book information in a dynamically allocated stack of books            
considering the following code is already written as a part of the program: 
struct book 
{ 
int bookid; 
char bookname[20]; 
book *next; 
}; 
class Library 
{ 
book *top; 
public: 
Library() 
{ 
top=NULL; 
} 
void push(); 
void pop(); 
void disp(); 
~Library(); 
}; 

4 

d) Complete the definition of PUSH() and POP() of the following class:  
class stack {  
char list[20][30]; 
 int top;  
public:  
stack() {  
top=-1;}  
void PUSH(char[]);  
char *POP(); };  

4 

e) Convert the following infix expression into postfix form.Show the stack          
status while converting the infix expression: a + b * c ^ ( d * e ) / f 

2 

f) Evaluate the following postfix expression using stack and show the          
contents after execution of each operation: 470,5,4,^,25,/,6,* 

2 
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g) Write a user-defined function swap_row(int ARR[ ][3],int R,int C) in C++ to            
swap the first row values with the last row values: 
 
For example if the content of the array is: 

 
Then after function call, the content of the array should be: 

 

 

 
 

2 

Q.4 Answer the following questions based on file management in C++  
a) Differentiate between ate and app modes of opening a file. 1 
b) Find the output of the following C++ code segment,considering that the           

binary file sp.dat already exists on the hard disk with two records in it. 
class sports{ 
int id; 
char sname[20]; 
char coach[20]; 
public: 
void entry(); 
void show(); 
void writing(); 
void reading(); 
}s; 
void sports::reading(){ 
ifstream i; 
i.open("sp.dat"); 
while(1){ 
i.read((char*)&s,sizeof(s)); 
if(i.eof()) 
break; 
else 
cout<<"\n"<<i.tellg(); 
} 
i.close(); 
} 
void main(){ 
s.reading(); 
} 

1 

c) Consider a file F containing objects E of class Emp.  
i. Write statement to position the file pointer to the end of the file 
ii. Write statement to return the number of bytes from the beginning of            

the file to the current position of the file pointer. 

2 
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d) Write a user defined function word_count() in C++ to count how many            
words are present in a text file named “opinion.txt”. 

 
The function should display the message in the following format  
Total number of words present in the text file are: <number> 

2 

e) Write a function RevText() to read a text file “Input.txt“ and print only the              
words starting with ‘I’ in reverse order . 
Example: If value in text file is: INDIA IS MY COUNTRY 
Output will be: AIDNI SI. 

2 

f) Polina Raj has used a text editing software to type some text in an article.               
After saving the article as MYNOTES.TXT, she realised that she has           
wrongly typed alphabet K in place of alphabet C everywhere in the article. 
Write a function definition for PURETEXT() in C++ that would display the            
corrected version of the entire article of the file MYNOTES.TXT with all the             
occurrences of K to be replaced by C.  
Note : Assuming that MYNOTES.TXT does not contain any C alphabet 
Example : 
If Polina has stored the following content in the file MYNOTES.TXT : 

 
The function PURETEXT() should display the following content : 

 

3 

g) Write a definition for function COUNTPICS( ) in C++ to read each object of              
a binary file PHOTOS.DAT, find and display the total number of PHOTOS            
of type PORTRAIT. Assume that the file PHOTOS.DAT is created with the            
help of objects of class PHOTOS,which is defined below :  
class PHOTOS{ 
int PCODE; 
char PTYPE[20];                //Photo Type as “PORTRAIT”,“NATURE” 
public: 
void ENTER(){ 
cin>>PCODE;gets(PTYPE); 
} 
void SHOWCASE(){ 
cout<<PCODE<<":" <<PTYPE<<endl; 
} 
char *GETPTYPE(){return PTYPE;} 
}; 

3 
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